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PREFACE

Volume XXVII of the Notes and Comments Journal of the Golden Gate University Law Review features the articles of both practicing attorneys and law students covering a broad range of legal issues that are currently of great interest to the legal world. We are pleased to present a series of speeches from a symposium on race relations given during Fall 1996. In addition, we also include an article from Professor Michelle Jacobs examining how students and professors in clinical studies fail to take into account how race effects attorney-client relationships. The student articles included herein critically analyze the legal issues regarding admitting hypnotically induced testimony, affirmative action in university admissions policies, liability of internet access providers, safe-harbor provisions in the context of securities litigation, a new hearsay exception for testimony of domestic abuse, economically sustainable development and the restructure of the California State Bar.

I wish to express my appreciation to our faculty advisor Mary Ann Wolcott for all of the time and invaluable editing support she provided. I would also like to acknowledge the assistance of my associate editors Carmen Naranjo, Randy Richmond, Anne Roche, Howard Underwood and Laura Zeigler. They have provided considerable help and guidance to their writers throughout the year. I would also like to thank the other senior editors for their hard work and long hours in publishing this volume. A special thanks is due to Noelle Matteson for her efforts to improve the structure and organization of the Golden Gate University Law Review. Finally, I gratefully acknowledge the participation of the members of the Golden Gate University School of Law faculty, whose expertise and advise were immensely helpful to student writers in developing sophisticated and analytical law review articles.
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